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APPENDIX D

Comments on the Comparative analysis of TLAT ON VDL Mode 4
AMCP WG-M Response to the AMCP WG-C Liaison Statement on

Comparative Assessment of ADS-B Links

Introduction

This appendix contains the comments for WGM to WGC on the comparative analysis of TLATwith regard
to VDL Mode 4. The following material addresses the AMCP WG-M assessment of the TLAT description
and analysis of VDL Mode 4.

TLAT VDL Mode 4 System Description

The description of VDL Mode 4 in the TLAT report sems to be accurate. However, one prerequisite for the
TLAT activity appears to have been a requirement of having one single system description for each
technology applying to an extrapolated scenario for the core area of Europe and the LA Basin in US. This
approach does not appreciate one of the important design characteristics of VDL Mode 4, the possibility to
be adapted to regional and national variations and still be globally compatible. 

The TLAT report does not address the ability of ADS-B systems to meet requirements for ground movement
systems, such as Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control Systems (A-SMGCS). As this is an area
where ADS-B might play an important role, specially when considering support for all phases of flight in a
“gate-to-gate” concept which is a key component in the European ATM Concept being the implementation
of the ICAO CNS/ATM concept in Europe. The US FAA conducted tests with aircraft on the ground as well
as in the air in November 2001, using all three technologies investigated by the TLAT. Results of these tests
should be made available to teh AMCP WG-C.

Possible Update of the TLAT Technical Assumptions

It is recognized that the TLAT focused on a simplified, limited set of assumptions for VDL Mode 4 in order
to complete their analysis within the time constraints. VDL Mode 4 (as well as the other candidate data links
for ADS-B) has evolved since the completion of the TLAT report. Hence an update of technical assumptions,
and re-evaluation of achievable performance, is needed.  The following observations may be used as a starting
point.

1. Short range performance.  Much of the TLAT exercise focused on achievable received update rate given
particular (fixed) assumptions for ADS-B transmission rate. In the case of VDL Mode 4, most of the work
focused on the European regional concept with autonomous operations and a limited set of reporting rates
fixed according to geographic area of operations. A honeycomb scheme using ground control was also
proposed by US parties for the LA Basin scenario. The full flexibility of VDL Mode 4, to tailor reporting
rates in response to various stimuli, was never completely utilized. The VDL Mode 4 SARPs and Manual
on Detailed Technical Specifications provide for the following capabilities:

• The general ability to command different reporting rates according to geographic region (broadcast
directed-rate commands with regional definitions).
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• The general ability to command different reporting rates according to aircraft membership in a
dynamically-assigned group containing one or more members (broadcast directed-rate and directed-slot
commands with user lists).

• The general ability to command different reporting rates for different message types, either as separate
commands or integrated in a defined “script”.

• Airport surface operations can be commanded to a 1 Hz rate (for example) on a dedicated frequency. A
sleep mode capability allows a ground station to command a lower reporting rate for aircraft that are
stopped, with automatic resumption of a higher reporting rate in the event that position or velocity
thresholds are exceeded.

• Simultaneous approach on closely-spaced parallel runways. A ground station can command a higher
reporting rate for aircraft in a defined 3D volume containing the approach paths.

• Pair wise operations in the terminal area (e.g., station keeping) can be enhanced, if the nominal reporting
rate is insufficient, by a ground command to the affected aircraft.

• Autonomous pair wise operations (e.g., in-trail climb in remote airspace) can take advantage of higher-
than-nominal reporting rates if a cockpit automation function can command the necessary rate, as an
operational request, to the VDL Mode 4 system. The general air-to-air communications capability of
VDL Mode 4, including two-way addressed communications, unicast request/response and information
transfer, represents additional capability that has not yet been explored. 

When addressed commands are issued to particular aircraft, the commanding system monitors target
aircraft behavior and can reissue the command if it becomes clear, from the unchanged behavior of the
addressed aircraft, that the command was not received. Uplink commands issued by a ground station can
be transmitted in “protected slots” that cannot be accessed autonomously by aircraft stations. Hence
message delivery reliability is high and retransmission delay is low.

For commands issued by a ground system, the level of automation and the human/machine interface
(HMI) to a human controller depends on the application. For example, an airport surface movement
system would be automatic and transparent to ground controllers (no active management required)
whereas commands to enable a higher reporting rate for stationkeeping would require HMI to the
controller. The design of ground and airborne system automation is beyond the scope of the present
discussion, which focuses only on the ability of VDL Mode 4 to accommodate certain operational
capabilities.

1. ACAS functionality.  ACAS is different from the applications noted above since relevant ACAS “events”
are unplanned and can occur in any airspace with or without ground system involvement.  VDL Mode
4 was originally conceived to accommodate all CNS applications including ACAS, but during the ICAO
validation process the number of operational applications considered to be within the scope of the
validation was reduced. In particular, ACAS was excluded from consideration and work on suitable
algorithms was discontinued. 

Recent evolution in ADS-B operational concepts has created a new awareness of the desirability to
support ACAS functionality with all candidate ADS-B technologies.  A VDL Mode 4 station can
accommodate a temporarily increased reporting rate by using either random transmissions, or a string of
incremental reservations and transmissions starting from a periodic or random transmission. For example,
if the nominal transmission rate is once per five seconds, incremental reservations and transmissions can
be used to effectively double the rate to once per 2.5 seconds. Other scenarios are possible but this simple
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1 Subject to validation of the ACAS functionality using the techniques described herein.

scenario serves to illustrate the capability. No changes to SARPs for VDL Mode 4 are expected to be
required.1

Since ACAS is inherently short-range, a high degree of slot sharing among random and incremental
“ACAS transmissions” could be tolerated in an extended airspace without adverse effects. 

Simulation is needed to validate performance of VDL Mode 4 with regard to ACAS capabilities.

The algorithm that would trigger the higher reporting rate is “above the level of VDL Mode 4” since it
is an application process. Indeed, it may be considered “above the level of ADS-B”. However, one
concept currently being considered is a variation of the “Tau” concept already agreed for TCAS Change
7. Tau refers to a calculated range divided by a calculated range rate, hence it has units of seconds, and
a threshold for triggering special operations. In TCAS Change 7 a calculated value of Tau < 60 seconds
leads to a change of operational behavior. A similar process could be applied to issue a command to the
VDL Mode 4 function on an aircraft. 

Since ADS-B provides more information than TCAS, e.g. precise GPS position, altitude rate, heading
and possibly intent, the Tau triggering function could be enhanced to reduce the number of targets
considered to be threatening, while still maintaining the same or better levels of safety.

If ACAS is mandated for a class of aircraft, all aircraft in the class would have the capability and two
such aircraft experiencing a Tau trigger event would both autonomously increase their reporting rates.
The typical time to onset of enhanced operations is a fraction of an ADS-B update cycle. If necessary,
the Tau threshold in time can be increased by a few seconds to compensate for this small delay.  

2. Hybrid systems. The TLAT did not consider multi-link architectures. However, SICASP has agreed that
VDL Mode 4 combined with Mode S Extended Squitter provides complementary functions (ref. AMCP/7
report) and therefore WG-M suggests that this hybrid concept should be examined by WG-C (along with
other alternatives as deemed appropriate). A hybrid system may  allow a general reduction in reporting
rate for both systems (thereby enhancing range performance for both systems) while still providing
enhanced capability relative to the levels achieved with either system alone. 

One hybrid system concept assumes that the three VHF radios on a typical transport-category aircraft are
replaced with three multi-mode radios incorporating various VDL modes (including VDL Mode 4) plus
analogue voice capability, the three radios connected at baseband to share received information. The
Mode S Extended Squitter system is also present on the aircraft. Preliminary analysis indicates that this
approach offers several advantages inherent in the hybrid ADS-B system:

• The various advantages inherent in a hybrid Mode S Extended Squitter and VDL Mode 4 ADS-B system;

• High levels of hardware redundancy for ADS-B (nominally four LRUs);

• Enhanced fault-free performance for ADS-B (due to multiple systems and multiple VHF receivers) as
well as enhanced fault-free performance for VHF communications;

• No single point of failure;

• No net increase in antenna count or LRUs.

WG-M would like to note that hybrid systems appear to be at an early stage of development and WG-C
may need to devote some resources toward a baseline definition; conversely, this could be considered an
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2 A conservative assessment would assume that all alternative data links would require some modification
in the future to accommodate the transmission of intent information once the requirements for associated
applications are agreed and validated.
3 For example, consider the straw man operational scenario with TCPs transmitted periodically once per
minute and required to be sent within 24 seconds whenever a change occurs. Than a random or
incremental transmission (or set of transmissions) would be needed if a change in the operational TCPs
is detected within the first 35 seconds after making a periodic transmission. 

advantage since a hybrid system could evolve from current ICAO-standard systems as operational
requirements mature and operational experience is gained.

1. Long-range performance. The TLAT considered a limited operational concept for transmission of intent
information through Trajectory Change Points (TCPs). WG-M notes that detailed technical requirements
for intent information have not been agreed or validated, and the consequential impact of a future change
in requirements on the alternative data links cannot be assessed.2  Hence all assessments are presumptive
and subject to question.  The full capabilities of VDL Mode 4 were not assessed even against the existing
baseline.  VDL Mode 4 has the following general capabilities that could be used to build an “intent
application”:

• Periodic transmission of TCPs at a nominal rate;

• “Change flag” embedded in fixed portion of VDL Mode 4 sync burst. Change flag is set to 1 when TCPs
change and is reset when a TCP message is transmitted. All VDL Mode 4 stations transmit the change
flag, but only aircraft capable of generating a TCP can set and reset the flag;

• When operating in an autonomous or directed-rate mode, a VDL Mode 4 station could autonomously
transmit “on condition” TCP messages using random or incremental transmissions, if such transmissions
are needed to satisfy a latency requirement;3

• When operating in directed-slot mode, hence in the environment of a ground station, each VDL Mode
4 station can also be commanded to transmit a TCP message periodically (e.g., on one of the GSCs). The
change flag indicates when a change has occurred. In this case, the ground system can either
deterministically command a TCP message (based on policy), or make a determination of the operational
need for an early TCP transmission and can thence command one or more transmissions if said
transmissions are deemed to be operationally useful. Note that a service provider could choose to avoid
excess transmissions by aircraft deep in a congested terminal area, if for example it is determined that the
operational benefit of TCP transmissions is small or nonexistent for aircraft deep in a congested terminal
area. 

• When operating in en route, remote, or uncongested domestic airspace, a single TCP transmission is
expected to yield acceptable reception probability to the limits of the coverage requirements. However,
multiple transmissions could be used if further analysis demonstrates the need. In congested airspace,
requirements are unclear but transmission control can be asserted by ground automation if required to
satisfy local operational need. 

• Finally, for long-range applications the general air-to-air capability of VDL Mode 4 can be used to
provide a reliable data link for exchange of intent information as well as pilot coordination.

1. Ground antenna assumptions. The TLAT baselined an omnidirectional antenna which does not appear
to be optimised for high traffic density areas. The ground station implementation is a matter for each
service provider and is not covered by SARPs.
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2. Different spectrum planning strategy. The TLAT assumed that a portion of the channel capacity of VDL
Mode 4 was consumed by FIS-B. However, considering the need for any RF data link to accommodate
a guard channel, an alternative spectrum planning strategy suggests itself. 

Conceptually, one or the other of the adjacent 25 kHz channels around each VDL Mode 4 GSC may
be able to be used for ground uplink transmissions including, inter alia, TIS-B and FIS-B. If this
proves practical, this would reduce the load on the GSC and make beneficial use of the guard
channel. For example, if VDL Mode 4 is assigned in the band 112-117.975 MHz for ADS-B, it may
be assumed that in the region of any VDL Mode 4 uplink station, at most one local VOR will be
within 50 kHz of the GSC channel assignment. Hence there will always be at least one of the adjacent
25 kHz guard channels available for TIS-B and FIS-B uplink transmissions (i.e., the channel “on the
other side” of the GSC assignment).

3. Honeycomb scheme.  The TLAT considered an alternative VDL Mode 4 channel management scheme
for high density airspace known as the honeycomb. The analysis of this scheme was incomplete at the
time of the TLAT report (ref. Appendix N.7 of the TLAT report). Further work on the honeycomb by
WG-C raised the following issues by WG-M: 

a) the slot assignment algorithm was developed with limited testing, and can potentially be improved;

b) the analysis of the honeycomb performance did not include the effects of diversity reception with
realistic antenna patterns; 

c) results portrayed as MER histograms may prevent straightforward comparison to the other schemes;
and

d) the handling of TCPs was never fully integrated with the honeycomb approach (see the item on long
range performance above).  

Identified Analytic Errors in the TLAT Report

Analysis by simulations was an essential part of the TLAT examination of the data link options. LFV
(Swedish Civil Aviation Administration) and Eurocontrol provided similar results from VDL Mode 4
simulations in “STDMA Performance Simulator” (SPS), while the US John Hopkins University presented
results from simulations in a modified SPS simulator that differed significantly from the results achieved by
LFV and Euroconterol. Due to lack of time, the TLAT conclusions based on simulations of VDL Mode 4
were stated “inconclusive”.

LFV experts on the SPS simulator are examining material received from JHU and have so far noticed the
following areas of concern:

The SPS was modified in order to have the radio model (MER model) comply to the bench results measured
by JHU. The implementation of the model was done both by Eurocontrol and JHU yeilding two instances of
the SPS to work as foundations for performance measuring of VDL Mode 4 in the TLAT activity. The
instance examined below is the one from JHU.
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a – Changed by JHU. Calculate an NxN matrix containing transmission probabilities based on a combined SNR/SIR
MER model.

b – Inserted by JHU. Logs the transmission probability for the predefined reception points along with relevant data
such as frame number, slot number, number of concurrent transmitters, position, etc.

c – Roll a die for all receivers in the scenario and compare it to the transmission probability. Whether or not the
check was a success the result is reflected as a 1 or a 0 in a boolean Nx1 reception vector. This is also the point in
the algorithm where the reception vector for Unilog (see below) is logged for later analysis in the simulations done
by LFV.

d – Old LFV method of determining garbling. A distance check to nearest concurrent transmitter is performed.
Typical value of distance ratio is 3 (~10 dB). Also transmitters from prior slot is taken into account should the
message managed to surpass MER, BLOS and Guard delay.

e – The reception vector is updated to reflect the effects of garbling. Transmissions that cleared the transmission
probability check might be changed unsuccessful due to garbling.

f – Adjust global reservation table on basis of the reception vector.

g – For each reception point do …

h – For all transmitters in the slot do …

Apart from the inherent logging system in SPS, LFV has developed a more flexible and detailed logging system,
called Unilog, based on writing to file every instance of the reception vector, which has a life span of one
transmission. In the same file times, positions and other relevant data are logged as soon as it gets updated by the
SPS. In prior simulations the reception vector is logged at a point between e and f, but since SIR has been made a
part of the MER model it have been moved to point c, as mentioned above. Upon receiving the modified SPS from
JHU the Unilog functionality has been implemented into the JHU SPS, but no results are available yet. 
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JHU also use an external analysing tool, which has not been made available to LFV. It seams to be clear that it uses
the Monte Carlo principle on the probabilities logged to file from the transmission probability matrix in the SPS.

Two main concerns are noted.

1. Obviously the reception vector is affected by double garbling. Albeit not subjected to double garbling
before the logging in point b it is nonetheless the sole information used for changing the global
reservation table affecting all a/c in all following slots.

2. The less obvious reason is that after logging the transmission probabilities the SPS goes on to
decide which aircraft received the transmission successfully, whereas JHU in their external
analysing/simulation tool might have the die fall differently. Although similar success rate from a
statistical point of view there will be differences between the reception vector and the result
obtained by the “external die”. The point is that the SPS uses the results in the reception vector to
base future transmissions upon. Since it has no way of predicting the outcome in a future and
external die roll reservations are made on the wrong basis.

No estimate on the effects of reason no 2 is available, since access to the analysing tool that JHU
utilized is required. Using the internal (old and validated) logging system of the SPS it is possible
compare a test scenario with and without the second garbling (point d in the diagram) simply by
removing it from the code.

Specifications for test scenario:

• 75 A/C

• NUP 1 (one transmission every second)

• 150 NM radius

• Link load ca 100%

The density of this test scenario is much less than the ones used for TLAT (except the Low
Density one), so garbling doesn’t play as big a part in this scenario as it would in a larger and
denser scenario. Nevertheless, even here a fairly big impact on performance is noticed. 
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Important note: JHU did NOT use the results from double garbling at the TLAT, since they
logged the transmission probabilities prior to point d. Until the Unilog implementation in JHU
SPS is fully validated it is not possible to present any valid graphs comparing the JUH findings
with those presented by LFV and Eurocontrol. This graph does however show the impact of the
wrongfully garbled slots used for future reservations.

WG-M recommends that WG-C should confirm the accuracy of its intended analytic tools, in
regard to this issue and other possible issues.  Furthermore, the MER model used is based on
performance of early prototype equipment and system performance would benefit if the radio
model is updated. Results from simulations in the TLAT report should be updated with results
from simulations in which the above identified deficiencies are eliminated.

— — — — — — — —


